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ABSTRACT

The verification and certification of new structural-material concepts for advanced high-speed flight vehicles relies greatly on thermal testing with infrared quartz lamps. The basic quartz heater system characteristics and design considerations are presented. Specific applications are illustrated with tests that were conducted for the X-15, the Space Shuttle, and YF-12 flight programs.

INTRODUCTION

The use of infrared (IR) quartz heaters is an accepted and widely used method of realistically simulating the effects of aerodynamic heating on advanced high-speed flight vehicle structural test components. Thermal ground testing of components or entire flight vehicles can also use other means of heating such as graphite heaters [1], arc jets, lasers, high-temperature tunnels, and low-speed convective heating (i.e., Concorde tests in England, [2]). However, IR lamps offer the most efficient (approximately 90 percent) and widely diverse method of testing to validate structural-material concepts and verify analytical codes.

Infrared energy produces electromagnetic radiation just below the visible spectrum, mostly at wavelengths from 0.5 to 2 μ. The radiation can easily be focused on small areas for maximum heat flux and temperatures, or it can be distributed over the surfaces of large test articles to duplicate flight heating variations.

There is a significant difference between aerodynamic and IR heating [3,4]. In-flight aerodynamic heating is a function of the difference between the recovery temperature and the component surface temperature. Laboratory radiant heating is a function of the difference between the quartz heater temperature to the fourth power and the surface temperature to the fourth power. An appreciation for this fundamental difference is necessary in the design of IR heater systems. For instance, proper distribution of quartz lamps in a system may be required to accommodate this difference, particularly in locations where there is a significant heat sink.

This paper describes the components of a basic quartz lamp heating system and discusses design considerations. In addition, the design factors that affect the heating system power requirements are presented together with a simplified method for calculating power requirements. The applications of IR quartz lamp heating to the X-15, Space Shuttle, and YF-12 flight programs are also discussed.

INFRARED HEATER BASICS

Quartz Lamps

The quartz lamps commonly used for IR heating tests consist of a tungsten filament enclosed in a quartz glass tube. These tubes are approximately 3/8 in. in diameter and of varying lengths (Fig. 1). The rated wattage of the lamps can be user selected to meet the specific test requirements. Figure 2 shows the characteristics of a 200 W/in. T-3 10-in. lighted length quartz lamp with high-temperature end seals [3,4]. As shown, this lamp produces 2000 W at rated voltage and 6000 W at double rated voltage. The lamps offer the most efficient heating when operated at the highest possible temperature. Operating at rated voltage, usually 240 V, the lamp filament reaches nearly 4000 °F. If the lamps are operated at double rated voltage or 480 V, the filaments can reach 5400 °F. The higher voltage and temperatures, however, can shorten the lamp life. For instance, temperatures in excess of 1000 °F on high-temperature end seals or quartz envelope temperatures above 1800 °F can produce premature lamp failure. In addition, the very high temperatures can cause the lamp filaments to vaporize and redistribute on the quartz envelope, reducing optical clarity, increasing the quartz temperature, and decreasing the lamp efficiency. Quartz lamps typically are quite durable and their life, for most cases, can be a few hours to several hundred hours.

Reflector Types

The types of reflectors used in a test setup vary depending upon the severity of the heating requirements. In general, there are three classes of reflectors employed to direct the radiant energy from the lamps to the test article. For low-temperature tests (usually less than 800 °F), a simple polished metal reflector (Fig. 3) will work satisfactorily. The
reflectors shown were assembled to heat the forebody section of a YF-12 aircraft [5]. These heaters were made of type 310 stainless-steel sheets that were 0.075-in. thick. The sheets were bent to conform to the contour of the airplane. Because a reflector of this type gets hot, it is necessary to leave gaps between each panel to allow for thermal expansion. Figure 4 shows a typical panel attachment scheme which provides for panel adjustment in all directions and still allows unrestrained thermal expansion. Figure 5 is a closer view of the back side of a reflector. The small metal clips used to support the quartz lamps can be seen as well as a few of the swivel attachment rods. For slightly higher temperatures (1500 °F), gold plated stainless-steel reflectors (Fig. 6) can be used. These reflectors [4], as with the previous ones, are passively cooled with back side radiation and natural convection. These units have air cooling for the ends of the quartz lamps. For higher temperatures (above 1500 °F), it is necessary to use either active cooling or a heat resistant material such as ceramic (foamed silica). In Fig. 7, an edge view of a water cooled reflector is shown. The reflector is made from polished aluminum with water distributed through manifolds to passages in the back side. Although this reflector was not designed with any cooling for the lamp and seals, a copper line was added to provide that function. Figure 8 shows a large array of the water cooled reflectors used to heat a test article to 1900 °F.

Figure 9 shows a specially designed, curved water cooled reflector which was used to heat a portion of a component to 2000 °F. The unit also provided for lamp end cooling by way of conduction.

Many test setups use ceramic reflectors (Fig. 10) which operate at very high temperatures without the need for cooling. The reflectivity of these units is much less than the previously discussed reflectors, so the initial efficiency at low temperatures is less. At higher temperatures, the surface absorbs sufficient energy so that it begins to reradiate and improve the efficiency. The reradiation is a longer wavelength which is absorbed by the quartz tubes, and hence creates a problem of lamp heating. Figure 11 shows a test setup with ceramic reflectors operating at 2500 °F.

In addition to directing the radiation, the reflectors may be required to cool the quartz lamp tubes and end seals. Such a unit is shown in Fig. 12. The reflector body is water cooled polished aluminum and the quartz lamps radiate through quartz windows which form a chamber for circulating air for cooling the lamp tubes and end seals. The windows also prevent the lamp cooling gas from impinging on the test article and disturbing the applied heat distribution. This heater can produce radiant energy up to 100 KW/ft² on a test article surface. Figure 13 shows lamps damaged by heat as a result of insufficient cooling air.

Power Requirements

The radiant energy or heat flux provided to a test specimen is dependent upon the entire test system, which is unique for each test setup. In addition to the quartz lamps, the test system includes (1) the type and efficiency of the reflector used to direct or focus the lamp radiation, (2) lamp-to-lamp spacing, (3) lamp-to-specimen distance, (4) boundary conditions (end effects), (5) test specimen surface emissivity, (6) convection (natural or forced) around the test article, (7) test specimen—setup discontinuities, such as heat sinks or variable geometry, and (8) possibly a moveable test article. These factors determine the electrical power requirements of a system, the maximum temperatures, and the maximum heating rates which can be achieved on any given test component. Typically, temperatures of 2000 °F to 3000 °F, rates of 100 °F/sec to 150 °F/sec, and heat fluxes up to (80 Btu/(ft²·sec)) are easily achievable.

The equation [3] for calculating the available heat flux for an IR radiation heater can be written as

\[ q_A = \frac{q_{\text{max}}}{\frac{q_{\text{in}}}{q_{\text{out}}}} - q_{\text{loss}} - q_{\text{end eff}} \]

where

\[ q_{\text{max}} = \text{maximum power output of the quartz lamps in Btu/ft}^2\text{-sec} \]
\[ \frac{q_{\text{in}}}{q_{\text{out}}} = \text{ratio of radiant heat flux from the lamp filament at a specimen temperature of } T_0 \text{ to the heat flux received by a specimen at a temperature of } T_n \]
\[ q_{\text{loss}} = \text{heat flux loss of heater system in Btu/ft}^2\text{-sec} \]
\[ q_{\text{end eff}} = \text{end-effects heat flux loss caused by heater design in Btu/ft}^2\text{-sec} \]

The ratio of radiant heat flux \( \frac{q_{\text{in}}}{q_{\text{out}}} \) is derived from the difference between the test specimen surface temperature and the quartz lamp filament temperature. This ratio is shown in Fig. 14. The heat flux loss of the heater system \( q_{\text{loss}} \) includes the losses caused by radiation, conduction, and convection. Usually, each of these losses must be calculated separately. These calculations are not free from errors, since it is necessary to make several assumptions to perform the calculations. To circumvent the time consuming process of calculation of heat losses resulting from each mode of heat transfer, an empirical curve of the total heat flux loss as a function of specimen temperature was derived from past heating tests using water cooled polished aluminum reflectors and stainless-steel reflectors. This curve is shown in Fig. 15 and is based on a specimen emissivity of approximately 0.85. Since the heating tests used to derive this curve were conducted to only 2500 °F, the curve is verified up to that temperature only, and the part of the curve from 2500 °F to 4000 °F is an extrapolation. As previously indicated, this curve represents the heating loss from radiation, conduction, and convection, but does not consider heat loss caused by end effects.

End effects on the boundaries of IR heater systems can be a major source of temperature error. The problem and
some potential solutions are shown in Fig. 16. The data for this figure were calculated using a lamp flux computer program [6]. Figure 16 shows the calculated heat flux received by the first 10 in. of the test specimen for various reflector lamp arrangements. Curve 1 shows the heat flux when the reflector ends at X = 0, and there are no added lamps and no end reflector. Curves 2, 3, and 4 were the same as curve 1, with the following exceptions

- Curve 2 - The reflector and lamps were extended 10 in. beyond the specimen surface,
- Curve 3 - an end reflector was added, and
- Curve 4 - lamps were added near X = 0.

Curve 5 is the same as curve 3 except that additional lamps were installed. This figure is not intended to present all the possible heater designs to eliminate or to minimize end effects. The results shown illustrate boundary conditions that must be considered when designing IR radiation heaters. Based on the results shown in this figure, it can be concluded that as a minimum, the reflector must extend approximately 10 in. beyond the test specimen. In addition, an end reflector is required if the heat loss resulting from end effects is to be kept to a reasonable amount.

Figure 17 shows the power required as a function of heater area for specimen temperatures up to 3800 °F and heating rates from steady state (SS) up to 10 Btu/ft²·sec. The calculations were made for a specimen emissivity of 0.85. At very high temperatures (3500 °F to 3800 °F), the slope of the curve is such that the heater area is quite small.

The quartz lamps are generally grouped or electrically wired together into zones [3]. Each zone is controlled to provide a specified temperature–heat-flux time history. Control methods vary from manual control to sophisticated computer-controlled closed-loop systems with complex algorithms [7,8]. The latter method is mandatory for tests with a large number of control zones.

The data acquisition and control system currently in use at the NASA Dryden Thermostructures Research Facility [8,9] is summarized in Fig. 18. The unique feature of this system is its ability to conduct real-time simulations of thermal load on aerospace vehicle structures. With quartz lamps placed around the test specimen, the surface temperature within each zone of lamps is forced to follow a desired time history, based on feedback from a control thermocouple. An adaptive algorithm is used to compute commands to silicon controlled rectifier power controllers. As many as 512 independent thermal zones can be controlled to distribute up to 20 MW of available power. The real-time system resources may be dedicated to a single test or may be shared among as many as three autonomous test activities conducted simultaneously.

Surface Emissivity

The effects of surface emissivity on the power required for a radiation heating system is illustrated in Fig. 19. Part of the total radiant heat flux from the heater is absorbed by the test specimen and the remainder of the heat flux is reflected. Since absorptivity is equal to emissivity, the amount of the heat absorbed depends on the emissivity of the test specimen and the heat reflected depends on the reflectivity of the test specimen. Since emissivity plus reflectivity equals 1.0, it follows that the minimum power required will occur when the emissivity of the test specimen is equal to 1.0. Likewise, the maximum power will be required when the reflectivity is 1.0. The emissivity of the test specimen must be uniform if consistent results are to be obtained from IR heating tests.

Combined Heating and Loading

A common problem when dealing with hot structures testing is how to apply mechanical loads to a structure simultaneously with applied IR heating. Examples of some approaches include (1) hard points may be designed into a test structure for load introduction [10,11], (2) external load pads can be used to distribute load into the structure [4], (3) wheelie-trees can be used to distribute load to the test article through discrete attachment points [12], and (4) buffer bays or load extensions may be included with the test article design to provide load through an adjoining structure. No matter which approach is selected, interference with the IR heater system and the desired temperature distribution will be encountered. Consequently, early planning during the design of structural test components for combined loading and heating will result in big dividends.

APPLICATIONS

X-15 Wing

The X-15 wing (Fig. 20) was a short-span, thin, low-aspect ratio, multispur structure. It had three main ribs: a root rib, a midspan rib, and a tip rib. The leading edge was a segmented slug or heat sink having a constant radius. The wing-to-fuselage attachments consisted of five A-frame assemblies which were an integral part of the wing. The wing skins, tip rib, front spar, and structure forward of the front spar were constructed of Inconel-X®; the remainder of the wing structure was titanium alloy. The wing is shown in the condition it was received, after removal from the aircraft. The nonuniformity of the wing-surface emissivity is obvious. A portion of the upper surface quartz heater system is shown in a raised or open position.

Preliminary heating tests [13] showed discrepancies between the simulation temperatures measured within each zone, other than control thermocouples, and with calculated temperatures. The lack of uniformity in the surface emissivity was the most likely problem. The wing is shown in Fig. 21 with a fresh coat of high-emissivity paint, which solved the anomalies.

The quartz lamps in the IR heater system for the wing were divided into 24 upper and lower surface zones, as

@Inconel is a registered trademark of International Nickel Company, Huntington, West Virginia.
shown in Fig. 22. Two additional zones were added to provide the necessary heat flux to the leading-edge area. There were more zones chordwise than spanwise to better simulate the in-flight surface temperature gradients. Figure 23 shows a cross-section of the wing and IR heater at a root station. Since the wing structure does not represent a uniform heat sink, the additional heat flux to match that imposed in flight and which is required by the highest mass locations (leading edges and primary spars) was provided by concentrating lamps over those areas. Dividers between zones were required in some locations because of the wide variation in chordwise heat flux. Without the dividers, a thermal control problem known as cross-talk [6] may exist. In that case, interference heating from a higher temperature zone can prevent a lower temperature zone from being controlled properly.

There is a major problem that occurs when applying mechanical loads during a heating simulation. Making an attachment to a structure without adding a heat sink which creates thermal stresses that are unwanted or damaging, or both. It is also necessary to design the loading mechanism to cause minimum interference to the heating system. A substantial load was applied directly to the wing test structure [12] through a 0.75-in. wide, 0.040-in. thick, 4130 steel corrugated strip at the midspan rib location (Fig. 24). This attachment caused a minimum heat sink in contact with the surface of the test structure. Rivets were removed from the wing, and the corrugated strip was fastened with blind rivets through the resulting holes. Cables were attached to the tops of the corrugations and passed through the reflector with a minimum of alteration to the heating system. The cables were thermally insulated to prevent them from becoming overheated as they passed between the heat lamps. No detrimental effects were observed in the flight heating profile on any part of the structure resulting from the loading system attachment. Figure 25 shows the three hydraulic actuators, their load cells, and the whisker arrangement used to apply equal loads to each of the test panel attachment cables. Each actuator was controlled by a closed-loop system that used load measurements indicated by a load cell as feedback. All three actuators were operated by a single programmed loading time history.

The simulation at a particular data event must include all significant environmental conditions beginning from some data reference. For strain gage loads measurements, the simulation must be started at the last available zero-load condition; for the X-15, this was just prior to B-52 takeoff. Thus, the wing simulation had to start at ambient conditions, cool down and cold soak to the launch condition, and then proceed to the X-15 flight heating profile.

A recirculating cooling system (Fig. 26) was constructed to provide the cool-down and cold-soak portion of the simulation. During a particular test, the cooler mixes ambient air with liquid nitrogen (LN₂), which evaporates and extracts the heat of vaporization from the ambient air, cooling it to the desired temperature. This air is then directed to the test specimen. The upper and lower IR heater reflectors were used as part of the cooling system enclosure.

**Shuttle Elevon**

A portion of the Space Shuttle outboard wing and a complete elevon were used as a test specimen for a series of combined heating and loading tests [4]. The primary purpose of these tests was to verify the functional capability of a system of seals between the wing and elevon. The test article is shown in Fig. 27. The wing box with attached elevon was cantilevered from a support structure. The superalloy flipper doors covering the cavity between the wing box and the elevon can be seen. Hydraulic actuators, above and below the test article, applied loads to the structure through aluminum load pads. The load pads were bonded to the structure with silicone rubber. All loads were applied to portions of the structure which were normally covered with thermal protection system (TPS) and, therefore, at temperatures less than 350 °F.

Figure 28 shows the complexity of the IR heater setup surrounding the shuttle elevon. The photograph was taken from the root end of the structure looking outboard. Actively cooled reflectors, shown in the upper center of the picture, were used to heat the superalloy doors to approximately 1500°F. All the remaining skin surfaces were heated to less than 350 °F with polished aluminum reflectors. The reflector system, seen in the upper left of Fig. 28, was also required to move in later tests to accommodate rotation of the elevon surface.

The test article is shown in Fig. 29 during a test surrounded by a quartz lamp heating system. The hydraulic actuators above the wing box can be seen. The actuator load rods pass through holes in the heater system so that they can provide load during the heating tests. The brightest quartz lamps correspond to locations around the cavity and seal system where test temperatures were highest. Cavity pressurization was provided by high-pressure nitrogen gas bottles (seen in the background) and vacuum was provided by a vacuum pump located outside the building. An independent frame was used to support deflection measurement transducers.

**YF-12 Airplane**

A program was conducted to measure flight loads on a YF-12A airplane [5]. The program consisted of flight and laboratory tests. During the flight tests, temperatures throughout the structure of the airframe were recorded concurrently with strain gage bridge measurements on the wing, fuselage, and control surfaces. The laboratory tests had two parts. First, a loading calibration of the strain gage bridges was performed. Second, thermal calibrations (discussed in the following paragraphs) were performed which simulated the measured skin and structural temperature profiles of flights at Mach 2.5, 2.75, and 3.0. The heating
control performance during the Mach 3 simulation was excellent, with a control error standard deviation for all channels of 5.6°F. The temperatures resulting from the heating tests were compared with many flight measurements throughout the aircraft. Those comparisons showed the simulation of temperatures on the substructure thermocouples at strain gage locations to be good.

The YF-12A airplane has a total surface area of approximately 5000 ft². Since the safety aspects of the heating made quick access to the airplane necessary, the heater support structure was divided into sections, as shown in Fig. 30. There were two forebody sections, one for the left side and one for the right; four central heaters, a top and a bottom heater on each side; and a rear heater that covered top and bottom on both sides. The forebody sections and the lower central sections were mounted on V-grooved wheels that ran on inverted angle track and retracted sideways. To clear the nacelles, the inboard ends of the lower central sections had to be lowered by hydraulic jacks built into the frames, to a position near the floor before retraction. Separate main wheel well heaters were built to allow the lower central heaters to be retracted independently. The upper central sections were supported by towers and guy cables. Each section was counterbalanced about a hinge point at the towers and retracted upward. The rear section was mounted on V-grooved wheels and retracted rearward. The purpose of using V-grooved wheels and angle track was to make sure that the sections would return to their original position after being retracted, making it unnecessary to readjust the reflectors. Stops were permanently fastened to the tracks as an additional measure to insure proper positioning. The guy cables served a similar purpose for the upper central sections.

Figure 31 is an overhead view of the immense IR heater system and all of the electrical wiring. The reflectors for the heaters were made of type 310 stainless-steel sheets that were 0.075-in. thick. The sheets were designed to fit the contour of the airplane 6 in. away from the skin surface. The only fitting operations necessary to match the surface contours of the airplane were rolling and bending; however, to produce conical shapes the rolling operation had to be performed with different radii at each end of the panel. Gaps were left between each panel to allow for thermal expansion and to permit minor adjustments to be made after the panels were installed. The gap size, which was approximately 0.5 in., was determined by assuming a panel temperature of 900 °F and calculating the amount of growth from the coefficient of thermal expansion for the material. A total of 444 panels and 15,870 quartz lamps were used in this heater system, excluding the internal nacelle heater, which is discussed later.

The heater system is shown in Fig. 32 in the open or retracted position and the aircraft has been moved into position. Thermocouples used for temperature control of the heater system are shown attached to the outer skin surfaces of the aircraft. The entire vehicle was given a fresh coat of high-emissivity black paint during test preparations.

The overall zoning arrangement for the upper surface external heater is shown in Fig. 33. The heater was divided into 450 zones; half were located on the left side of the airplane, the other half were positioned at the identical location on the right side. Since the airplane is symmetrical, zones in identical positions on each side of the airplane required the same heat input. Consequently, control thermocouples were installed only on the left side of the airplane, and data from these thermocouples were used to compute the power required for the entire zone. For safety reasons, 29 monitor thermocouples were located on the right side of the airplane at selected locations. A typical zone contained 24 12-in. lamps and 8 18-in. lamps and covered an area of approximately 12 ft². The power required for the total heating system with all zones operating at full power was estimated to be 18 MW.

An internal nacelle heater (Fig. 34) was designed and fabricated to account for the effects of structural heating from the left-hand engine. The heater was constructed of 20 stainless-steel panels that were rolled to form a cylinder 42 in. in diameter and 250-in. long. The panels were 0.075-in. thick. It was mounted on a monorail that was attached to the engine mounts inside the left nacelle. Retracting the nacelle heater required the retraction of the rear heater and the erection of a support structure so that the monorail could be extended outside the nacelle. A total of 560 quartz lamps were divided into 20 zones of equal size; 10 zones on the inboard side of the nacelle and 10 zones on the outboard side. Including the internal nacelle heater, the entire IR heater system consisted of 464 reflector panels, 16,430 quartz lamps, and 470 control zones which were each programmed to follow a designated temperature-time history. Although the system was capable of delivering over 18 MW of power, the maximum power used for a Mach 3 flight simulation was 3.5 MW. The relatively low power usage was primarily the result of a much higher heater efficiency than design calculation indicated.

The support of any test article being subjected to a thermal test is important, and the YF-12 airplane was no exception. To minimize thermal stresses, the right main gear was fixed, and the forward and left main gear were placed on ball transfer plates as shown in Figs. 35 and 36, respectively. The left main gear was free to move with the expansion of the airplane. The forward gear was permitted to move only forward and aft to relieve forces caused by longitudinal expansion.

In addition to the good simulation of the flight measured temperatures, it is significant to point out that the aircraft returned to flight status after these tests. Many research flights were conducted with the vehicle in subsequent years.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thermal testing of entire aerospace vehicles and structural components with infrared quartz heaters has been well established and widely used for several decades. The heaters are capable of accurately producing temperatures up to 3000 °F with heating rates up to 150 °F/sec and heat fluxes of 80 Btu/(ft²·sec). It was shown during Mach 3 heating tests of the YF-12 airplane that control temperatures could be produced with standard deviations of 5.6 °F. Additionally, the thermal testing of the YF-12 proved that after the conclusion of such a test program, the airplane could be returned to active flight status.

There is a wide variety of quartz lamps and reflectors available that makes it relatively easy to tailor an infrared system for each unique test setup. Many variables enter into the system design such as lamp-to-lamp spacing, lamp to specimen distance, boundary conditions, combined heating–loading–cooling, surface emissivity, test article support, electrical power requirements, type of control, and heat flux variations (structurally and aerodynamically). Careful consideration of all details in the total system will help produce a successful thermal simulation.
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